HIT | Human Information Technologies Inc. comes to Kirksville, provides space for police department’s private criminal DNA testing facilities
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TruView was launched in fall 2004, and Truman have centered

OPINUM | Man charged with selling opium to drug task force agents
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Developers tweak TruView site for students
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Last week’s rain caused no major damages to athletic building

CONCERT | Increased budget brings better shows
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TruView Made Easy

A handy how-to guide to making a payment on TruView

TruView is the online financial aid system for Truman State University. With TruView, you can: • Log on to your TruView account at www.trumanindex.com.
• Scroll to the very bottom of the page and click the link that says, “Make Payment and Make Payment.”
• If using a pop-up blocker, it will block the link or page, so you will have to view the popup or click the other link. TruView provides you Clicking the TruView link should open a new tab.
• From there, you click the “Make Payment” tab and follow instructions.
• Your parents are paying, then you are supposed to make a payment as well. This will be a “Make Payment” tab.
• At the top of the page there is a tab called “Make Payment.”
• Once on that tab, there is an “Add an Authorize User” tab located in the lower right hand side of the solution.
• From there, follow the instructions the Web site gives you.

TruView and gladly appreciate any feedback.
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